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Work Smarter. Work Safer.

WORKING SMARTER #1 - TAKING EPTW TO THE  CLOUD

WORKING SAFER #1 - TAKING ISOLATION MANAGEMENT TO THE NEXT LEVEL

DAY 1 - 6 OCTOBER  

WORKING SMARTER #2 - EPTW SUCCESSES

DAY 2 - 7 OCTOBER  

WORKING SAFER #3 - BRINGING EPTW INTO UNIQUE INDUSTRIES

WORKING SAFER #2 - MANAGING EPTW IN THE DEFENCE INDUSTRY
BAE Systems Australia, a multinational defence, security and aerospace company introduced SageSURPASS 
in 2015 to more safely and efficiently manage the Lock Out and Tag Out (LOTO) isolation and restoration 
requirements during the management of Naval vessels undergoing upgrades and maintenance at its Henderson 
facility. Hear about how they conducted their implementation and manage their ongoing procedures in this 
very unique industry.

Presented by Ross Crawford, Production Project Manager, BAE Systems 

PROGRAM

Sage Technology’s cloud offering is here!  SAFEWORK makes 20 years of Sage Technology’s leading permit 
to work technology more accessible than ever with this new cloud-based electronic safe work solution, that 
incorporates permit to work, job safety analysis and isolation lists. Learn more about the features of this 
affordable and low-maintenance safety solution that is perfect for smaller enterprises, contractors, remote 
operators and satellite sites. 

Presented by Peter Kingwill, Sage Technology

Isolations form an integral role in routine maintenance activities and large scale shuts, often chewing up many 
manhours with the administrative tasks involved. Hear about how Tronox has capitalised on the SageSURPASS 
isolation management functions to achieve results across its site. Tronox is a global leader in the mining, 
production and marketing of inorganic minerals and chemicals. The company operates two vertically integrated 
divisions: Titanium dioxide (TiO2) and Alkali Chemicals.

Presented by Richard Ramsay, Risk Advisor, Tronox

Learn more about ePTW challenges in the complex world of paper manufacturing from Orora Botany B9 
Process Expert, Colin Callaghan. Orora Botany produces high-quality recycled packaging paper at the Botany 
Mill. The “B9” paper machine is the largest single capital investment in the company’s 140 year history . The 
state-of-the-art B9 paper mill is supported by a team of highly-skilled operators and process experts who are 
specifically trained in the paper production process. 

Presented by Colin Callaghan, Process Expert, Orora Botany 

Learn how leading companies from around the country gain ongoing safety, time and cost benefits from 
SageSURPASS. This interactive panel discussion will give attendees a chance to hear how industry professionals 
get the most out of SageSURPASS.  

Panelists include representatives from Tronox, Woodside Energy and Territory Generation



PROGRAM
Work Smarter. Work Safer.
PROGRAM

DAY 1 - 6 OCTOBER  
WORKING SMARTER #3 - SAFE WORKING WITH VIRTUAL TECHNOLOGY 

DAY 2 - 7 OCTOBER  

WORKING SAFER #4 - LEADERSHIP AND EPTW, TAKING THE TROOPS WITH YOU

WORKING SAFER #5 - HOT WORK – SIMPLIFYING PROCESSES FOR COMPLICATED TASKS

WORKING SMARTER #4 - SAGESURPASS LATEST DEVELOPMENTS

SageSURPASS is constantly evolving into a more powerful safe work solution. 2015 has seen the introduction of 
significant functionality to make your work and shut planning more efficient. Learn more about the new pre-
planned isolation scheme for variable work scopes, the extended diagrammatic display and how to replicate 
past shutdown permitting structures.

Presented by Linda Tanian, Sage Technology

Territory Generation is the largest electricity producer in the Northern Territory, owning 592MW of installed 
capacity and contracting an additional 40MW from Independent power producers. Hear about the cultural change 
challenge that can accompany an ePTW implementation journey. 

Presented by Ralph Hopwood, Business Improvement and Project Delivery Manager, Territory Generation

Sentient Computing, one of only eight participants in KPMG’s Energise national innovation program for the 
energy and natural resources sector, is a  leader in delivering 3D solutions for industrial operations. 
Already working with SageSURPASS, this session will showcase latest application of 3D in maintenance and 
shutdown planning.

Presented by Sentient

Hot work is a part of many jobs, but the process and procedures vary dramatically from company to company. Is it 
a permit, certificate or form?  How does your company go about pre-identifying hot work?  What follow up activity 
is required?  This session delves into the complex arena of hot work and provides an opportunity for attendees to 
share their experiences in the field.

Facilitated by Peter Kingwill, Sage Technology


